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BACKGROUND
• Manakin males have species specific displays that vary 
in complexity.
• We have previously revealed novel avian biomechanics 
in 3 manakin species using high-speed cameras.
• A non-manakin, the broadbill, produces a loud 
“brreeeet” by aeroelastic flutter
• The alulas are used to steer as known for other birds
OBJECTIVES
• Characterize display elements.
• Determine how displays relate to mate choice.




CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
HYPOTHESIS
• The “wah” is a vocalization, the “flap and chee” are 
mechanical sonations.
• High-speed videography of captured 95 displays at 4 
different display logs (x=̄23.5)
• ObservaNon performed 9am-4pm for 16 days over 
breeding season
• Audio-to-video synchronizaNon was done with Premier 
Pro and Audacity
• Waveform of the “FCW”
• Audio and video files were aligned frame by frame by 
matching trigger frames and adjusNng the audio sample 
rate to match the video frame rate 
The ”flap” occurs at 3m above the log via A) crea8on of a hollow between 
the wings or B-D) the passage of air through separated wing primaries, 
“Spock move”.
Parachute – manakin spreads its 
wings with the production of the 
“chee” 
Backward Arial: produces “wah” 
during beak open por8on
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Hard Landing – bird’s body is 
compressed into log after landing
• The “wah” is only produced with an open beak, 
indica;ng vocaliza;on.
• The ”chee” appears to be produced by aeroelas;c 
fluDer.
• The “flap” is produced either by crea;ng a 
hollow with wings together, or altering the spacing 
of wing feathers in flight
• We will calculate velocity and forces for display 
elements and further analyze the aeroacous;cs 
mechanisms to validate hypotheses about sona;ons.
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Jump-about-Face: male aims to 
land on female to copulate, here 
the female hops away
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• White-ruffed manakins (C. altera) produce a thin 
whistle, “seeuw-seeuw,” as they dive from the high 
canopy
• Followed by three distinct sounds, “flap-chee-wah” 
(FCW) as they approaching a display log
• Landing is followed by a backwards aerial with the 
possibility of copulation on the log
INTRODUCTION
Log Aragon Big Easy Chiky Horseshoe Total
Count of Display 22 17 37 19 95
# of full "FCW" 22 16 34 16 88
w/ other male — 14 10 4 28
w/ female — 4 25 3 32
w/o female — 12 8 13 33
w/ 2nd male and female — 4 10 0 14
Copulation — 0 1 0 1
Percentage of display 100 94.1 91.9 84.2 92.6
Adult male Female
“Flap” “Chee” “Wah”
